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Introduction:  There have been 13 missions to the 
Moon this century from 5 different space agencies, 10 
of which have been orbital. Significant global datasets 
show our lunar sample collection is not representative 
[1]. This presents a multitude of opportunities for landed 
missions to address important lunar science questions. 
These could be achieved through static landers, mobility 
options, and sample return. Surviving the night is not 
necessary but would enable more in-depth studies. 

Decadal Survey (DS) [2]: South Pole-Aitken (SPA) 
Basin Sample Return has been a named New Frontiers 
mission in the last two DSs [2,3]. The current DS [2] 
states (p. 133) that important science questions can be 
addressed by sample return. It is presently thought that 
sample return missions are difficult under the conven-
tional Discovery mission line, but recent developments 
in commercial lunar capabilities (e.g., [4]), has potential 
to change the paradigm of “doing” lunar science. 

Sample Return Targets: Available orbital data al-
lows targeted missions to be proposed that address DS 
science and exploration goals. Multiple targets are iden-
tified on the near and far sides (Fig. 1). 
Olivine/Orthopyroxene- and Spinel-rich lithologies 
(OOS) were discovered using M3 data [5,6]. These are 
not well represented in the current sample collections.  
Impact Melt/Basin, Young Craters. To further con-
strain the impact history of the inner Solar System.  
Felsic locations have been identified (silica-rich, high 
Th abundances, distinct peak in thermal emission near 
8µm or the Christiansen feature [7,8]). 
Young Igneous samples include young basalts defined 
by crater counts [9], and proposed irregular mare 
patches [10]. These young basalts have important impli-
cations for understanding the composition of the mantle 
and lunar thermal evolution. Analysis of Farside Mare 
Basalts will also address these science issues.  

Pyroclastic Deposits are critical for understanding the 
volatile budget of the lunar interior and their potential 
for in situ resource utilization (ISRU) [11-14].  
Hydrogen (volatile) Deposits are shown to be present 
in and around some permanently shaded regions (PSRs) 
[15]. Such deposits may contain ancient materials that 
address Solar System science questions (e.g., building 
blocks of life, etc.). Defining the nature, distribution, 
and accessibility is critical for science and enabling hu-

man exploration. 
Deep Crust & Mantle can be 
sampled around central peaks 
and within SPA or around 
Mare Crisium.  
Farside Crust. Comparing 
such samples with Apollo, 
Luna, and lunar meteorite li-
thologies is critical for under-
standing crustal heterogeneity, 
testing if ferroan anorthosites 
are the dominant crustal lithol-
ogy, as predicted from the 
LMO hypothesis. 

Measurements and Technology Development. 
The talk will highlight landing sites and science ques-
tions that can be addressed through static landers, mo-
bility, and sample return. Geochemcal and mineralogi-
cal characterization is required at each site, and chronol-
ogy will be needed for understanding, for example, the 
impact history of the inner Solar System and young (and 
far side) volcanism. Therefore, such missions would de-
liver lunar and Solar System science. Science areas in-
clude lunar thermal history, impact chronology, testing 
the lunar magma ocean hypothesis through analysis of 
new rock types. Such missions will also be important 
for human exploration in terms of the resource potential 
of pyroclastic deposits and polar volatiles – the datsets 
that inform science also inform exploration.  
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Fig. 1: Potential landing sites for target in situ geochemical/mineralogical investi-
gations of the Moon through CLPS missions. 
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